TGFBR2 gene
transforming growth factor beta receptor 2

Normal Function
The *TGFBR2* gene provides instructions for making a protein called transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-β) receptor type 2. This receptor transmits signals from the cell surface into the cell through a process called signal transduction. Through this type of signaling, the environment outside the cell affects activities inside the cell such as stimulation of cell growth and division.

To carry out its signaling function, the TGF-β receptor type 2 spans the cell membrane, so that one end of the protein projects from the outer surface of the cell (the extracellular domain) and the other end remains inside the cell (the intracellular domain). A protein called TGF-β attaches (binds) to the extracellular domain of the TGF-β receptor type 2, which turns on (activates) the receptor and allows it to bind to another receptor on the cell surface. These three proteins form a complex, which triggers signal transduction by activating other proteins in a signaling pathway called the TGF-β pathway.

Signals transmitted by the TGF-β receptor complex trigger various responses by the cell, including the growth and division (proliferation) of cells, the maturation of cells to carry out specific functions (differentiation), cell movement (motility), and controlled cell death (apoptosis). Because TGF-β receptor type 2 helps prevent cells from growing and dividing too rapidly or in an uncontrolled way, it can suppress the formation of tumors.

Health Conditions Related to Genetic Changes
Familial thoracic aortic aneurysm and dissection

At least nine *TGFBR2* gene mutations have been identified in people with familial thoracic aortic aneurysm and dissection (familial TAAD). This disorder involves problems with the aorta, which is the large blood vessel that distributes blood from the heart to the rest of the body. The aorta can weaken and stretch, causing a bulge in the blood vessel wall (an aneurysm). Stretching of the aorta may also lead to a sudden tearing of the layers in the aorta wall (aortic dissection). Aortic aneurysm and dissection can cause life-threatening internal bleeding.

The *TGFBR2* gene mutations that cause familial TAAD disturb signal transduction. The disturbed signaling can impair cell growth and development. It is not known how these changes result in the specific aortic abnormalities associated with familial TAAD.
Loeys-Dietz syndrome

More than 100 mutations in the TGFBR2 gene have been found to cause Loeys-Dietz syndrome type II. Loeys-Dietz syndrome affects connective tissue, which gives structure and support to blood vessels, the skeleton, and other parts of the body. This type of Loeys-Dietz syndrome is characterized by blood vessel abnormalities and skeletal deformities. Most TGFBR2 gene mutations that cause Loeys-Dietz syndrome change single protein building blocks (amino acids) in TGF-β receptor type 2, resulting in a receptor with little or no function. Although the receptor has severely reduced function, TGF-β pathway signaling occurs at an even greater intensity than normal. Researchers speculate that the activity of other proteins in this signaling pathway is increased to compensate for the reduction in TGF-β receptor type 2 activity; however, the exact mechanism responsible for the increase in signaling is unclear. The overactive signaling pathway disrupts development of connective tissue and various body systems and leads to the varied signs and symptoms of Loeys-Dietz syndrome type II.

Some TGFBR2 gene mutations that cause Loeys-Dietz syndrome type II have also been found to cause familial TAAD (described above). Affected families can include some individuals with Loeys-Dietz syndrome and others with familial TAAD.

Cancers

Some TGFBR2 gene mutations are acquired during a person’s lifetime and are present only in certain cells. These changes are called somatic mutations and are not inherited. People with somatic mutations in the TGFBR2 gene appear to have an increased risk of developing various cancers. Somatic TGFBR2 gene mutations probably disrupt the signaling process that helps regulate cell division. Unchecked cell division can lead to the formation of tumors, particularly when TGFBR2 gene mutations occur in the colon, rectum, and esophagus. It is estimated that 30 percent of cancerous (malignant) colon tumors have TGFBR2 gene mutations in their cells.
Chromosomal Location

Cytogenetic Location: 3p24.1, which is the short (p) arm of chromosome 3 at position 24.1

Molecular Location: base pairs 30,606,472 to 30,694,142 on chromosome 3 (Homo sapiens Annotation Release 109, GRCh38.p12) (NCBI)

Credit: Genome Decoration Page/NCBI

Other Names for This Gene

- HNPCC6
- MFS2
- RIIC
- TBR-ii
- TBRII
- TGF-beta receptor type IIB
- TGF-beta type II receptor
- TGFbeta-RII
- TGFR-2
- TGFR2_HUMAN
- transforming growth factor beta receptor II
- transforming growth factor, beta receptor II (70/80kDa)
Additional Information & Resources

Educational Resources

  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK26822/#A2874

• Molecular Biology of the Cell (fourth edition, 2002): TGFβ signaling (image)
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK26822/figure/A2875/

• Molecular Cell Biology (fourth edition, 2000): Loss of TGFβ Signaling Contributes to Abnormal Cell Proliferation and Malignancy
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK21526/#A7150

Clinical Information from GeneReviews

• Heritable Thoracic Aortic Disease Overview
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK1120

• Loeys-Dietz Syndrome
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK1133

Scientific Articles on PubMed

• PubMed
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%28TGFBR2%5BTI%5D%29+AND+%28%28Genes%5BMH%5D%29+OR+%28Genetic+Phenomena%5BMH%5D%29%29+AND+english%5Bla%5D+AND+human%5Bmh%5D+AND+%22last+1800+days%22+AND+human%5Bmh%5D+AND+human%5Bmh%5D

Catalog of Genes and Diseases from OMIM

• TRANSFORMING GROWTH FACTOR-BETA RECEPTOR, TYPE II
  http://omim.org/entry/190182

Research Resources

• Atlas of Genetics and Cytogenetics in Oncology and Haematology

• ClinVar

• HGNC Gene Symbol Report

• Monarch Initiative
  https://monarchinitiative.org/gene/NCBIGene:7048
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